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From the Headmaster’s Desk
We welcome all our families back to school after what has hopefully been a relaxing and enjoyable holiday. We trust that everyone feels refreshed and invigorated to face the challenges of a
new term.
There are many exciting things happening at Wetpups at the
moment. Firstly, you will notice that the new area around the
Getty Learning Centre is being landscaped and planted up. This
will mean the end of this particular project. The whole project,
which has cost the school some R10m, has added a great deal to
the school and the education of our boys. We now have two
outstanding Grade 2 classrooms, a beautifully decorated junior
library and a spacious and light-filled art room. Furthermore, the
Dauncey Field has been extended substantially with extra
seating being provided, and a new fence erected around our Pre
-Primary playground. All these developments show our intent to
provide the most effective facilities for the education of our
boys.
Our most important strategic planning process has continued
throughout term 2. At the beginning, we conducted a Crystal
Ball Gazing exercise to find out those things of which we need
to be cognisant in the ever-changing educational and global
environment. At the end of the term 352 parents, 214 boys and
54 staff members completed a survey; this has been analysed
and summarised by Sue Gardner who works at the Independent
Quality Assurance Agency and the results of the survey will be
shared with our stakeholders during the coming months. Although there is much to celebrate about our school, the survey
has clearly indicated areas on which we need to focus in the
future. We would like to thank all those who gave of their time
to assist us with the process.
On Monday, 18 July, we continued with our strategic planning
process by revising our vision, mission and core values. In a process of this nature it is absolutely essential that we engage in
looking at ‘big arrows’ to start with the major goals of our
school. Once the ‘big arrows’ have been aligned, it will become
easier to align all the ‘small arrows’ and deal with the detail.
Initially, we revisited our findings from the Crystal Ball Gazing
exercise and went over the results of the survey before tackling
the enormous task of setting our vision and mission. The participants were all thoroughly engaged, and some vigorous debates
and discussion took place. We have come up with an initial proposal for our mission, vision and core values. However, further
tweeking and adjusting will take place over the next couple of
months as we share this with the wider WPPS community.

We are confident that we will arrive at a mission and vision that
we can really get behind and drive as we face the future. Thanks
to everyone who attended this session.
We are looking forward to Wayne Naidoo joining us at Wetpups at
the beginning of October as Deputy Head. We are excited about
working with Wayne. We will be spending this term renovating his
house into which he and his family will be moving.
This means that Aftercare will need to be relocated. It is unfortunate that no provision was made for the Aftercare in the building
of the new Getty Learning Centre, when Aftercare was demolished
along with the old Grade 2 building. We have a temporary solution
of putting up a prefab at the north end of the Getty Learning Centre. However, all the necessary approvals need to be sought before we can go ahead. For the first week or so, Aftercare will remain in Mr Skeeles’ old house. It will move shortly to the pottery
room which is attached to the new art room. This arrangement
will continue until we have the prefab sorted out. There will be
some disruption to Aftercare during this time, so please bear with
us over this period.
In the first term, I was made aware by several parents that they
were concerned about bullying or hurtful behaviour that was occurring at the school. As a consequence, we as a staff went
through a presentation on this important issue. I have also dealt
with it in my classes with all the boys from Grades 1 – 7. I will continue with this at the beginning of this term, so that the boys are
fully informed of what bullying is and how to deal with it. I wrote
several articles in the newsletters on this important topic last
term.
This term, I will do a presentation on Bullying for all parents, and
we will be completing the “Bully Survey”. Furthermore, I am
attaching our ‘hurt-free’ policy to this newsletter for you to peruse. We continue to fight this scourge in our schools.
I hope that you all have a wonderful, fulfilling and happy term at
Wetpups.
SIMON WEAVER

Thought for the Week
“We must be willing to let go of the life we had planned, so as to
have the life that is waiting for us.”
American writer Joseph Campbell (1904-1987)
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Just to refresh, here is the question and answer for our last riddle:
How can a woman living in New Jersey, legally marry three men,
without ever getting a divorce, be widowed, or becoming legally
separated?
It's her job, she's a Justice of the Peace or a Minister.
You might need a pen and some paper to navigate this riddle.
Mom, dad, and two children have come to a river, and find a
boat. It is small and can only carry one adult or two children at a
time. Both children are good rowers, but how can the whole
family reach the other side of the river?

Due 29 July

Accounts were emailed on 24 June 2016. If you have not received
your account then please email dreyer@wpps.org.za and a
copy will be forwarded to you.

This fun, interactive workshop will empower you to
discipline your children without nagging and
shouting, and build a positive relationship with them
whilst fostering respect, responsibility and resilience.
The workshop, facilitated by Trish Holgate (WPPS
School Counsellor), will be run over five consecutive
Friday mornings from 09:00 to 12:00, and will be held
in the Centenary Pavilion. Tea and coffee will be provided.

The Gillett brothers 'being the change' making sandwiches for U-Turn.

Chaplain’s Corner
And seek not you what you shall eat, or what you shall
drink, neither be you of doubtful mind. BUT rather seek ye the
kingdom of God; and all these things shall be added unto you.
Luke 12:29-31
Parents’ Prayer Group – All welcome
Wednesdays from 08:00 – 08:30 in the WPPS Chapel
Send prayer requests or get reminders to Kath Malan
jkmalan@webafrica.org.za

The cost of the course is R1500 for the five sessions;
numbers are limited.
Dates as follows:
12 August:
Understanding Children’s Behaviour
19 August:
Understanding Children’s Feelings
26 August:
Building Children’s Self-Esteem
2 September: Assertiveness & Cooperation
9 September: Effective Discipline & Problem Solving

Wednesday Chapel Services
All parents are invited to attend the Chapel service on
Wednesdays in the Stansbury Hall at 07:40. Please join us.

If you would like to attend please contact Trish Holgate holgate@wpps.co.za
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ONE-TO-ONE
For the past 35 years, the service communities of Cape Town have
come together to convene a unique day of fun, laughter and excitement, exclusively for approximately 3 500 guests with special
needs. They, and other sponsors, are responsible for the considerable costs involved.
ONE-TO-ONE takes the form of a fun fair, with all the delights
normally associated with this type of event, including live entertainment. The guests are accompanied by their “friend for the
day”. These friends are all volunteer members of the public, who
come from all walks of life. A wonderful feature of the day is that
it has proved how naturally citizens, from all parts of our city,
interact with each other for the benefit of those less fortunate.
ONE-TO-ONE is unique to Cape Town and South Africa. There is
no other event that hosts this number of people and involves so
many diverse organisations, schools, student and social groups.
The focus is solely on the entertainment of the less abled folk of
our city.
You will be receiving an email outlining the way in which you can
help our school to ensure that we are able to support this wonderful initiative.
Thank you.

SECOND HAND ROSE
COLLECTION
The Second Hand Rose sale will be taking place this year on
Friday, 26 August. The aim of this WPPS Fundraiser is to sell
good quality second-hand items at a discounted price. All proceeds from the sale will go towards raising funds for Aftercare
and the WPPS Bursary Fund.
This is a good opportunity to de-clutter your kitchen, bedrooms
and garages of any items that are in usable condition.

EDEN ROAD NOTES
AFTERCARE
Please arrange regular bookings for Aftercare Term 3 with DJ
(new term/new lists). Daily casual requests can be emailed to DJ
early in the morning or you can call the direct line to Aftercare
after 12:30 on 081 497 6347. Please collect boys punctually from
their activities. Any boy waiting around will be sent to Aftercare.
GENERAL
Please note that we are still collecting sandwiches for U-turn on
Wednesdays.
REMINDERS
Wed 27
Grades N & R Puppet Show
Thur 28
Grade R Bicycle Day
Grade N Monty’s Midnight Feast
Fri 29
Grade N Pyjama Day
Park Rugby Cancelled

We would be most grateful if you could send in:
 Old/previously loved clothes
 Accessories – shoes etc
 Children’s wear
 Table cloths
 Sheets, pillows, pillowcases, duvet covers, duvet inners,
quilts and blankets
 Towels
 Working appliances
 Crockery, cutlery and other kitchen items
Drop off points:
Eden Road Campus - DJ’s office
Newlands Road Campus – outside Neville Brink’s office
Any queries please contact Caron Perrott
marketing@wpps.org.za
Many thanks
The WPPS Fundraising Committee

Grade 3 Artwork
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WPPS POLICY ON A HURT-FREE ENVIRONMENT
We aim to establish a community in which everybody feels valued and safe, can be
different, can learn and grow, and is respected. These are simple rights that
everybody has the responsibility to protect by showing compassion, understanding,
respect for self and others, and support for each individual at WPPS.
Everyone should work towards supporting this policy and creating a pleasant school
environment.

Make our School a Happy and Safe Place
for All.
Act to Stop Bullying.

Rights

Responsibilities

to be different
to feel safe
to learn and grow
to be respected
to be valued

to show compassion and
understanding
to respect yourself
to respect others
to use common sense
to support others

HURTFUL BEHAVIOUR
Hurtful and unkind behaviour comes in many forms, including:
-

Calling hurtful names.
Picking on, teasing and mocking.
Deliberately punching, hitting, bumping.
Spreading rumours about someone.
“Dissing” – putting someone down.
Threatening.
Deliberately ignoring and avoiding.
Sending or posting inappropriate messages and pictures on cell phones and
over the internet.
Taking or damaging property.

WHAT IS CONFLICT?
In conflict, the partners are frustrated and unable to communicate to resolve an
issue.
Conflict happens where:
- There is perceived equal power.
- Participants are reactive and feel they can respond and retaliate.
- Characterised by intense episodes with clear reasons for conflict.

WHAT IS BULLYING?
Hurtful behaviour can escalate and become bullying. Bullying at WPPS is defined
as any repeated behaviour intended to hurt, injure, threaten or frighten another
person in such a way that the person feels that he cannot do anything about it. It
is recognised by four different aspects:
-

There is an abuse of power with one boy having more power over another,
and where the victim feels powerless in dealing with the situation.
The behaviour is repeated over a period of time.
It is randomly applied. The victim does not initiate or call for the hurtful
behaviour.
The aggressor intends to hurt and belittle the victim.
The victim feels he cannot do anything to avoid or stop the hurtful behaviour.

WHAT TO DO IF YOU ARE BULLIED?
-

Tell the bully to stop. State quite clearly that the behaviour is unwelcome and
you do not like it.
Walk away and stay away from the bully.
Seek help. Talk about it to someone you trust. Report it to a member of staff,
parents or other boys. Feel confident that any incident can be resolved
satisfactorily. The school does not tolerate bullying.

There is nothing so awful that we can’t
talk about it with someone.

Evil flourishes when good men do nothing –
bystanders can help eradicate hurtful behaviour.

WHAT TO DO IF YOU ARE A BYSTANDER?
Make sure that the person being unkind and hurtful knows that you do not support
his behaviour by:
-

Walking away.
Telling him to stop.
Protecting the victim.
Reporting the incident to a staff member or parent.

HOW WE DEAL WITH BULLYING – THE “NO BLAME”
APPROACH
The Staff
Teachers will take every complaint of hurtful behaviour seriously. The school will use
this approach when dealing with cases of bullying:
-

Interview the victim and suggest strategies to deal with the situation.
Arrange a meeting with everyone involved.
Explore the problem with without allocating blame.
Share responsibility and apologise for hurtful behaviours.
Identify solutions.
Let the boys take action themselves.
Follow up at a later stage.

It should be noted that if the perpetrator continues with this type of hurtful behaviour,
more stringent sanctions will be imposed and counselling will be suggested.
The School
The school will do the following:
-

-

Promote a ‘hurt-free’ environment through school values, motto and themes.
Respect is very important.
Communicate a clear policy on hurtful, unkind and bullying behaviour.
Life Skills lessons will be used to talk about how to deal with hurtful behaviour
and bullying as well as exploring feelings. The aim during these lessons is to
empower victims.
Carry out a survey each year that will be used to assist the school in dealing
with hurtful and bullying behaviour.
Eliminate all practices and traditions that may be used by boys to abuse
others.
Educate parents about hurtful behaviour and bullying.
Provide a mechanism where boys can report hurtful behaviour – ie
anonymous post boxes.
Reward positive and heroic acts that mitigate against hurtful behaviour.

The Parents
Parents should support their sons by trying to:
-

Listen.
Suggest certain strategies.
Inform the school.
Let the school investigate and report back.
Allow the school to sort it out.
Support their son/s.

Additional Things Parents can do to Prevent Bullying
-

Take an interest in your son’s social life.
Encourage your son to bring friends home.
Build his self-esteem.
Discuss ways to respond if rights are infringed.
Teach him to identify what he is feeling.
Show him how to contain the feeling.
Give socially acceptable ways to deal with emotion.
Keep confidentiality.
Set an example.

